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This site contains a great deal of spiritual teachings that explains many aspects of personal growth and global conditions learning this site comes from the universal spiritual teachers of humanity, commonly referred to as Ascended Masters. For information about who the masters are, click here. Click here to find out how to find you interested. This site is part
of the Ascended Master Resources network, which also includes the following sites: Ascended Master Answers Countless answers from ascendant masters to people's questions. Transcendence Toolkit Practical tools to promote your spiritual growth, including decrees, visualizations, and calls. The mystical Teachings of Jesus are the true teachings of Jesus,
when he taught then and how he teaches today. Explain Evil Deep explanation of origin and methods of dark forces and how to liberate yourself and the planet from them. TRANSLATIONS: Arabic Dutch Estonian Hungarian Polish Korean Lithuanian Persian Swedish Russian this article may be too technical for most readers to understand. Please help
improve it so that it is not understood by experts without removing the technical details. (October 2018) (Learn how and when to remove this template message) Part of the seriesTheosophy ThemesTheosophy society founders Helena Blavatsky · William Quan Judge Henry Steel Olcott Theosophists Annie Besant · Robert Crosbie Abner Doubleday ·
Geoffrey Hodson Wassily Kandinsky · Archibald Keightley C. W. Lead b. · G.R.S. Mead Arthur E. Povel · Isabel Cooper-Oakley · Subba row · William Scott-Elliot Alfred Percy Sinnett · Rudolf Steiner · Brian Stonehouse Katherine Tingley · Ernest Wood Theosophical Philosophical Concepts of Root Race · Round · Seven rays · Theophysic mystique
Theosophia Society · Theoofia Society Adyar Theosofia Society of America (Hargrove) · Theoofia Society of Pasadena Theosophia Society Point Loma - Blavatskyhouse · United Lodge of Theosophists Theosophia Texts Esoteric Buddhism · Isis unveiled · Key to Theosophy · Secret Doctrine · Theosophic Glossary Teosofical Publications Lucifer magazine ·
Theophysical Theosophytic Masters Kuthumi · Master Hilarion Master Jesus · Maitreya · Morya Paul Of Venice · Sanat Kumara Serapis Bey · St Germain Comparative Theosophageal Buddhism and Theosophy Christianity and Theosophia of Hinduism and Theosofia Theosophia and Literature Theosophia and Visual Art of Theosophia and Western
Philosophy Related Agni Yoga · Alice Bailey · Anthropophilia Raised Master's Training in Esoterism · Tightness · Home Jiddu Krishnamurti · Masters of the Ancient Wisdom Liberal Catholic Church · Mystique New Age · Neo-Theosophia · Neoplatonism Occultism · Order of the Eastern Vte Star Theme This article may not match Wikipedia's general notability
guidelines. Please help determine notability by citing reliable secondary sources that are independent of the topic and provide great coverage for just trivial mention. If it is not possible to determine, the article is likely to be merged, redirected, or deleted. Find sources: Rise to basic training – news · newspapers · books · scientist · JSTOR (April 2020) (Learn
how and when to remove this template message) Students ascended master teachings organizations (also known as Ascended Master Activities) believe that their doctrine was given to humanity by Ascended Masters, individuals believed to have lived in physical bodies, gained the wisdom and mastery needed to become immortal and without cycles of reincarnation and karma and reached their ascension, a one-ness state with God. It is believed that this knowledge has been taught only in the retreats of the Risen Master and in mysterious schools for millions of years. The ascending Basic Teachings believe that this wisdom has been published in part by the Society of Theosophysies since 1875, C.W.
Leadler and Alice A. Bailey, and in the 1930s the carpet master's degree through Giardo's balls i am in the activity began to publish a more detailed public release. [1] [2] However, the Theosofists retain the concept of ascending Masters that the original theosophical concept of the masters of ancient Wisdom is corruption. The term Ascended Master was first
introduced in 1934 by Guy Ballard with the publication of unveiled secrets, a book which he said was dictated to him by Ascended Master: St Germain. [3] [4] Other elevated master's teachings include The Bridge to Freedom (1951), The Beacon of the Summit (1958), (also known as the Universal and Triumphant Church of the Church[6] Aetherius Society
(1955), The Temple of The Presence (1995), I AM University (2004), White Eagle Lodge (1936) and Aquarian Christine Church Universal, Inc. (2006). 9][10] The universal presence of the ubiquitous presence of life In the Rise of The Master Teachings of the Risen Disciples that there is one God, the universal pervading presence of life everywhere, He who is
the source of the existence of all life, light, and love, and that all forms of existence and consciousness derive from the whole of this God— He. I am the voice of the saying: All life is one [11] and that is one material, one energy, one power, one intelligence, as a source of all consciousness and creation. [12] This Divine Being and Mind are kept above and
differ from all creations (in the sense of classical theism), transcending all creation, but interpenetrating the entire existence. Faith in this One God emphasizes the essential unity of the spiritual and material components of the universe. God creates Custom identities that have a distinct self-awareness and that constitute the creation of a spiritual hierarchy, but
remain connected through the flow of The River of Life and Lifestream to One Indivisible God – All in All – Good – The Source from which all life, light and love come from. There is always an uninterrupted unity that is maintained with the Totality of God. From one God, all other realities, including hierarchy, mankind, and the material universe, are the result of
the process of fulfillment. [2] Personalized I AM Presence Proponents ascended master learning believes that each person is a personalized presence of high living god – Mighty I AM Presence – as part of our natural and being incarnation. God (like life and love) manifests itself in the 7th octave created universe through individual divine identities. As
embodied individuals, we are an external expression that God self form. It is our unique and immortal true identity, but always sharing the allness of one God. [2] The ascendant master of Saint Germain, believed to be the ones who cling to ascended master teachings previously, was embodied as Plato, Proclus, Roger Bacon, Francis Bacon, and many
others, was quoted as saying: When one personalizes through the Absolute, All-Pervading Life, he chooses his free will to become more intense individual focus on conscious intelligence. He is a conscious director of his future activities. So, once chosen, he is the only one who can fulfill that Destiny, which is not an inflexible circumstance, but a plan of
perfection is truly created. [13] When you, Mighty I AM Presence, will come out into a personalized Focus of Conscious Dominion and use Creative Word, I Am, your first individual activity is flame formation. Then you, Personalized Focus of Mighty I AM Presence, start your dynamic life expression. This activity, we call Self-awareness, i.e. a person who
perceives his source and perfection of life, express through himself. [1] Twin Flames Saint Germain explained through Guy Ballard: Almighty God Flame, breathing through himself, projects Two Rays in the Great Sea of Pure Electronic Light. This advanced light material becomes clothes, as it were, due to these rays of Mighty I AM Presence. Every Ray has
all the deity qualities in it, and no imperfection can ever get into it or sign up for it. A personalized flame sends to each point of the ray focal point, or a spark that forms the center of the heart, on which electronic light material is collected, to create an electronic body. [1] 1937 The Voice of the I AM article on the subject was prepared as follows: When the rise
of both years occurred, each of them is in full balance all male and female characteristics within themselves. Then the triple flame of life is completely unfolded, the individual becomes master of creation on the cosmic levels of creation and works with the systems of the worlds, including on this physical world. So, what came out of the Great Central Sun as
one flame becomes three full flames, each of the same utterly limitless power and activity as the Great Central Sun. This becomes a three-generation space activity of three generations. When both rays made the ascent, then the person works with systems of worlds, not just in one world. Thus Deity ever expands his Own Perfection throughout Infinity and
maintains order throughout the interstellar space. [14] Beliefs about ascendant teachers Are believed to be ascendant Masters are individuals who were once embodied on Earth and learned the lessons of life in their incarnations. They gained prowess through the limitations of the planes of matter, balanced at least 51% of the negative karma, and fulfilled
their Dharma (Divine Plan). The Ascending Master has become a god-like source of unconditional love throughout life, and through the Ascension unites with his God I, I am a Presence. It is claimed that they serve as teachers of mankind from the spheres of the Spirit and that all men will eventually reach their ascension and advance in spiritual evolution
beyond this planet. According to these teachings, they remain attentive to the spiritual needs of mankind and act to inspire and motivate their spiritual growth. In many traditions and organizations, they are considered part of the spiritual hierarchy of the Earth, and members of the Great Brotherhood of Light, also known as the Great White Lodge or the Great
White Brotherhood. [2] Faith in the Brotherhood and Masters is an essential part of the beliefs of various organizations who continued and expanded the concepts published in the original Saint Germain instruction in the 1930s through I Am Activity Beliefs. [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] Examples of those believing in those who offer these teachings to be ascended
master, Confucius, Gautama Buddha, Mary the Mother of Jesus, St. Paul of Tarsus (aka Hilarion), Melchizedek, Archangel Michael, Metatron, Kwan Yin, Saint Germain and Kuthumi, as well as dozens of others. [20] Presented the records of secrets: Truly the Great Ascendant Masters are Gods. Not surprisingly, the ancient mythology that their activities were
built for us is a myth and fable image. They have always had god's enormous power because they are firmly committed to the presence of the Great God and therefore are given full power because they are all Perfects. When Jesus said: All I have done, you will do and more things you will do, he knew what he had come from continue saint germain. He went
on to reveal the Conscious Domination and Mastery that every man can achieve and express while he is still on earth. [13] The great sea of universal light, life, and love presented the secrets, states: Try to think about this power that is within you. Call to use the Great Sea of Universal Material, from which you can draw without restrictions. He obeys the
direction of thought without exception and records any quality imposed on it through the activities of the natural sense of mankind. Universal material is obedient to your conscious will at all times. It constantly responds to humanity's thoughts and feelings, whether they understand or not. There is no moment when people do not give this material one quality or
another, and only knowing that a person deliberately controls and manipulates the beribe sea of it is that he begins to understand the possibilities of his creative powers, and the responsibility lies in him using his thoughts and feelings. [13] The spiritual hierarchy of the main article: The proponents of the spiritual hierarchy of these Ascended Master Teachings
believe that the ubiquitous presence of God does not work and build, except through his individualization. All creation comes through these individual identities and is supported by them. According to Elizabeth Clare the Prophet, this spiritual hierarchy is a universal chain of personalized God's Free Beings fulfilling the qualities and aspects of God's infinite
selfhood. Included in this space hierarchical scheme are The Solar Logoi, Elohim, Sons and Daughters of God, Ascendant Masters, Space Creatures, Twelve Solar Hierarchies, Archangel, Angels, Creature Elements, and Twin Flames alpha-Omega Polarity Support System Worlds and the entire Galactic System. This universal order of divine self-expression
is the instrument by which God in the Great Central Sun has resigned [the spiritual energy from] the presence of His Universal Being/Consciousness and the essence that all life in time and space can provide and receive unconditional Divine Love. Its place on this life ladder in the Spirit/Universes of Matter is determined by the level of spiritual attainment —
measured by the understanding and manifestation of balanced Love, Wisdom and Power — as well as the embodiment of other Divine attributes. I am using decrees, pledges, and introductions to the teaching of carpet teachers inherent in the use of God's creative name - I AM - using decrees, fiats, adorations and affirmations to invoke the light of God and
send it to bless Life, bring the Perfect Divine Judgment to every situation and fulfill the Divine Plan. It is believed that this is a way to track down more divine light, divine Love, and Divine Life dynamic sound vibration forces of creative energy. [2] Magic Presence states: Only a conscious person has all the attributes and creative powerMighty I AM Presence.
Only He can know who and who He is, and to express the fulness of God's creative power when He decides, using the words I am. The external human part of this activity is what we call personality. It is only a vehicle through which Perfection should be expressed in the outer material of the universe. Through pure God-Flame is breathing, which pulsates
constantly. This Great Fire-Breath is a rhythmic outpouring of Divine Love, its three attributes are Love, Wisdom, and Power of Action. This light is the Universal Material or Spirit, which is made up of all forms. It's a wise sign for you because He obeys the law through the team of a person who says or realizes I am. These two words are confirmation and the
power of release to create and bring to an external existence, regardless of quality in a way that recognizes. That intelligence act must be intelligence to be taken, and universal material is like a photographic film that takes what a quality person sets it up through his thought, feeling, and conversational word record. The words I am, whether thought, felt, or
spoken, run the power of creation instantly. Make no mistake about it. Intelligence is everywhere, and it is in electronic light. [1] The Purple Flame Use of the Purple Flame of Divine Love is considered a 7 Ray aspect of the Holy Spirit and the Holy Fire that transmutes and consumes the causes, impact, record, and memory of sin or negative karma. Also
called Flame Transmutation, Flame of Mercy, Flame Freedom, and Flame Forgiveness. It is believed that repeated in 4:24 (KJV) and Hebrews 12:29 (KJV) Our God is consuming fire is the Holy Fire of God. Purple fire is considered an upward, transformative, cleansing action of divine love from the Heart of God to the Great Central Sun. It works in transmute
and consume human creation, which is not worth becoming Immortal, and all the negative karmic causes, effects, records, and memories, do not individually balance that karma face-to-face with each person back to the earliest beginning of his individualized manifestation of this or any other world. [2] Ascension Basic Article: Initiation (Theosophy) It is
believed that the ascent is a return to complete Unity with God - the lifting of the physical, emotional and mental bodies of external atomic structures into the electronic structure of I I consciousness, becoming a rising teacher, finally To be outside. The rise of Immortality through a reunion with God Self requires at least 51% of records and memories of
negatively qualified karma, too: Mastery of matter planes It is believed that individualized flame perfection, emitting as lifestreams taking a physical incarnation, can create more qualities that express unique identity, and achieve the fullness of light use. This is done mastery through the form of matter planes, which have slower vibrational action, so need more
energy and concentration of the outside. This allows you to develop greater development skills and causal body acceleration of various divine characteristics. The physical incarnation gives each individual the opportunity to expand these qualities and faculties through matter material, and become a master of energy through thought and feeling. This allows
you to achieve and additional power that never embodies the planet does not have. Thus man can expand the Flame in the heart and expand the perfection of the Totality of God Love in the created universe, eventually becoming the Ascender Master and later the cosmic Beings. According to the Ascendant Teachers, acquiring excellence through matter
planes means learning to consciously use 100% of your creative power of thought, feeling, and spoken word to create greater perfection, joy and love in the world, rather than using thoughts, feelings and words to create more limitations, bondage, and chaos in your experiences and around the world through carelessness and lack of understanding of the
extent of their influence in the world. Matter planes are the differentiations of the atomic and molecular structure in which evolution occurs, lower planes (dimensions/wavelength resonance), sometimes correlated with physical solids, liquids and gases; Higher physical octave subplans are sometimes called essential and are generally not perceived for
physical sensations. Emotional and mental octave is also composed of electrons and atoms feeling and thought material and differentiate into levels of density and vibrational speed. [2] Understanding the above explanation for the electron and conscious control of a person through their thoughts and feeling of managing the atomic structure of your body is to
understand the one principle governing the form throughout Infinity. When a person tries to prove this to himself or to the body of his atomic body, he will pass by himself to the Master. When he did, everything else in the Universe is his desire to collaborate to accomplish everything he wants through Love. [13] Fulfilling the divine plan in the life of Every Man
is the power by which he can express all that the ascendant masters every moment - if he does, but decides to do it. All life is willpower, but only conscious life is free to determine its course of expression. Thus, an individual has a free choice to express either in human, limited body, or in the Super-Human, Divine Body. He is a selector in his field of
expression. He is a self-determining Creator. He wants and chose to live as a conscious life . . . When one individualizes within the Absolute, all pervading life, he chooses his free will to become an intensified individual conscious intellect. He is a conscious director of his future activities. So, once made his choice, he is the only one who can fulfill that fate – it
is not an inflexible circumstance, but a truly created plan of perfection. [13] The Triple Flame triple flame of life is an immortal flame in the heart of light and the children of the sons and daughters of God and is the actual presence of I AM for every stream of Life on Earth. [2] The fall of man is believed to have become increasingly into our world since the
collapse of man during the incarnation of the fourth root race. The body of memory is considered known as the soul, and this temporal personality has taken on a sense of self, which is separated and unrelated to God. It is believed that the dictation of Maitreya further explained this issue through Messenger, Geraldine Innocente, on September 27, 1954,
when what happened during the Fourth Root Race was described: Curiosity, rebellion against holding faithful to the divine pattern and the use of thought and feeling in creating imperfection, began to build what you call the soul. It is consciousness, except for all the purity of God. The first thought that a man had that was imperfect and impure, tension in a
secret feeling, was the cause, and that, sent into the atmosphere, created an effect. Like boomerang, the effect returned to consciousness and made a record. This entry was the beginning of the impression. The energy sent in some way returned to affect the flow of life that sent it, and the shadow between the presence of I AM and human consciousness
began to be created. In an effort to connect with the presence, the person would find these tramp thoughts and feelings flowing through that line of contact until more and more imperfect were conscious of their use. Finally, those centers completely went from ego control and acted independently. [21] In the activities of the dictatorship I AM, relations and
cooperation with the Ascended Master became a central part of the life of each member. During ballards like Messengers, Ascended Masters was believed to be in regular contact with I am a performance student. These addresses (known as Dictation) were delivered before gatherings of members of conclaves held across the United States, published in the
monthly periodical, The Voice I AM, and some were collected and reprinted in the Saint Germain series books. A total of 3,834 dictators from the Masters were received through Guy and Edna Ballard. Other ascendant activities of the Master believed that the Ascending Masters, Cosmic Beings, Eloimas, and the Archangel continued to provide a program of
individual development and spiritual transformation in the world. [22] They believe that the continuing teaching of the Ascending Teachers and the rest of the Spiritual Hierarchy continued through the new dispensations of the gospel with new Messengers, such as the Bridge to Freedom[23] the Temple of the Highest Level,[6] and The Temple of The
Presence. Dawning Golden Age Students Ascended Master Teachings believes that this world is destined to re-golden age, the Sky on Earth that will be permanent, unlike the previous Golden Age millions of years ago. [2] Your beloved America, in the near future, will come out with a similar recognition of the real inner self, and it will represent a great
achievement for its people. It is the earth of light, and its light will blaze forward, brilliant as the sun at noon, among the peoples of Earth. It was the land of great light, centuries old, and will again come to its spiritual heritage because no one can prevent it. [13] The divine plan for the future of North America is a condition of intense activity in the greatest
sphere of peace, beauty, success, prosperity, spiritual illumination, and dominion. It must carry the light of Christ and be the guide to the rest of the Earth, for America must be the heart center of the Golden Age, which is now dimly touching our horizon. Most of north American land will stand for a very long time. [13] Aquarian Church The Aquarian Christine
Church Universal, Inc. (ACCU) is a name founded in 2006 based on the 2006 Aquarian Gospel of Jesus the Christ, rewritten from Levi H. Dowling Akashic Records. Aquarian Christine Church actively promotes Ascended Master Teachings and shares many beliefs, along with the I movement, White Eagle Lodge and new thoughts and theosophytic groups.
The book Initiations of the Aquarian Masters: The Theosophy of the Aquarian Gospel by ACCU founder Rev. Dr. Jacob L. Watson, expounds on the church's teachings which draw heavily from the writings of A.D.K. Luk, the Saint Germain Series published Saint Germain Press (The Saint Germain Foundation), and especially from The Lost Years of Jesus
compiled by Elizabeth Clare Prophet and published by The Summit Lighthouse. [24] Skeptical attitude K. Paul Johnson offers in his book Masters Revealed: Madame Blavatsky and Myth The white fraternity that masters that Ms. Blavatsky said she personally met was idealizing certain people she had met during her life. Paul Zweig of the New York Times on
October 5, 1980, also watch an article about The Conversation with the Dead and other entertainers, which says that Madame Blavatsky's revelations were deceptive. See also Agni Yoga Alice Bailey Helena Petrovna Blavatsky Benjamin Creme Hodgson Notice Initiation (Theosophy) K.H. Letters C.W. Leadbeater Master KL Master Morya Helena Roerich
Theosophy Notes ^b c d King, Godfre Ray. A magical presence. Saint Germain Press 1935. Pages 89, p. 95. Life Law - Book I. Pueblo, Colorado: A.D.K. Luk Release 1989, p. 1 - 78, 91 - 102, 120 - 143, 215 - 216 ^ King, Godfre Ray. The secrets are uncovered. Chicago, Illinois: Saint Germain Press 1934 page vii: It's time when great wisdom, held and
stored for many centuries in the Far East, must now go out to America, at the command of those Great Ascended Masters who directly and protect the evolution of humanity on this Earth. I am in the history of the Performance and Saint Germain Foundation. Schaumburg, Illinois: Saint Germain Press 2003 ^ Bridge to Freedom Journal (1951-1961) Reprinted
Ascended Master Teaching Foundation, 1989 ^b Lewis, James R. Church Universal and Triumphant Scientific Perspective Center for Academic Publication 1994. ^ Ascendant Masters and Spiritual Hierarchy of the Earth. Aetherius Society. Retrieved 2017-08-02. ^ White Paper – Wesak World Congress 2002. Acropolis Sophia Books &amp;amp; Works
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